
STAINLESS STEEL EXTENSIBLE GRILL 
 
New telescopic grill in stainless steel.  5 80,- 
Own patent product. Extensible. It can be used in 
casseroles with different sizes. Detachable, it can be 
cleaned in a dish-washer. It helps to avoid grease in 
our roasts. 
Size: closed 256 x 200mm 
Open: up to 496 x 200cm 
 

 

 
 

CHICKEN-ROASTER 
 
Chicken roaster dish € 30,- 
Diameter: 28cm 
Specially designed to roast chicken, sitting. You can 
put around any vegetables, potatoes…  
This way, the chicken roast perfectly all around.  
It can be used both in firewood and electric ovens.  
Also for direct fire  
Guaranteed 

 



POT WITH HANDLES AND LID 
 

 
Earthenware pot, with handles and lid. In three  
different sizes, ideal for all types of stews.  
It can be used both in firewood and electric ovens. 
Also for direct fire  
Guaranteed    
PEQ.: € 24.- , MED.: € 30.-, GRA.: € 44.-  
 
 

OVAL CASSEROLE WITH GROOVES 

 
 
 
Oval casseroles for oven. With grooves. Specially 
thought for meat roast, so that the juice goes under  
the piece, for a better cooking. Also for fish.  
cocción. También para pescados.  
In different sizes.  
It can be used both in firewood and electric ovens.  
Also for direct fire  
Guaranteed 
40cm: € 39,-, 45cm: € 45,-, 50cm: € 49,-, 55cm: € 58,- 60cm: € 70,-   
 



OVAL CASSEROLE  
 

 

Oval casseroles for oven. For meat and fich roasting  
In different sizes.  
It can be used both in firewood and electric ovens.  
Also for direct fire  
Guaranteed  
30cm: € 15,-, 35cm: € 24,-, 40cm: € 30,-  
45cm: € 35,- , 50cm: € 39,-, 55cm: € 47,-, 60cm: € 59,- 
 
  

 
RECTANGULAR CASSEROLE 

 
Rectangular casserole for oven. For meat and fish  
roasting. Also ideal for pasta: Lasagna, Caneloni 
In different sizes.  
It can be used both in firewood and electric ovens.  
Also for direct fire  
Guaranteed 
30cm: € 17,-, 35cm: € 26,- , 40cm: € 32,-  
45cm: € 37,-, 50cm: € 41,-, 55cm: € 49,-, 60cm: € 60,- 
 
 
 



ROUND CASSEROLE 
 

 
Round casserole for oven. Special for rice.  
En distintas medidas. 
It can be used both in firewood and electric ovens.  
Also for direct fire Guaranteed 
25cm: € 16,-, 30cm: € 18,- , 35cm: € 21,-, 40cm: € 26,-  
 
 
 
  

3PC BURNER SET 
 

 
Practical set of 3pc burner made of refractory clay.  
Easy to use and carry. It works with parafine or burning  
alcohol. Diameter: 28 cm.  
Ideal for sausagges, chops, vegetables…  
Guaranteed  
PRICE: € 47,- 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



STRAIGHT POT WITH LID 

 
Straight pot with handles and lid. In three sizes.  
Ideal for all types of stews.  
It can be used both in firewood and electric 
ovens. 
Also for direct fire Guaranteed. 
PEQ.: € 24,- , MED.: € 30,-, GRA.: € 44,- 
 
 
  

CHOP PLATE OVEN TO TABLE 
 

  

 
Chop plate. Ideal for saussages, chops…  
It can go from the oven to the table  
It can be used both in firewood and electric 
ovens.  
Also for direct fire Guaranteed. 
  
32CM diam: € 24,-  
 

 

 
 
 
 



Barteljo V.O.F 
Bloemerstraat 6 
6031 NW Nederweert 
Tel: 0031 (0) 495-626748 
E-mail: info@barteljo.nl 
www.barteljo.nl 
www.pizzaoven-amalfi.nl 
www.pizzaofen-amalfi.de 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 


